

















MINUTES - FACULTY SENATE MEETING OF NOVEMBER 4, 1981 
The November Faculty Senate was called to order by Chairman Robert Patterson at 
3:09 p.m. 
I. Approval of Minutes. 
The minutes of the October 7, 1981 Facul~enate meeting we~roved as distri-
buted. The Secretary noted that Professors Leonard Tartaglia and Robert Creecy of the College 
of Social Work and Professor Carol Flake-Hobson were in attendance at the October 7th meeting 
even though they were listed as not being in attendance. 
I I. Reports of Officers. 
PRESIDENT HOLDERMAN addressed the Senate in response to the questions raised by 
Professor Peter Becker, History, under New Business at the October 7th Faculty Senate meeting. 
The President's formal remarks were as follm~s: 
Ladies and gentlemen of the Senate, it has come to my attention 
that there have been some questions referred to the Athletic Advisory 
Committee which involve all of us and I thought it would be time well 
spent and candor well served if I just attempted to respond to the 
five questions, and I am sure that Professor Sa~1yer, Chairman of the 
committee, wil 1 respond at the appropriate time and in the appropriate 
fashion. But these questions have some implications that I would like 
to deal with. (1) The first ~uestion is: "Who decide_9 that this 
coll~e shq_t!.]_<:!_~~!11_e__~_member of the College Football As sociation in 
addition to the NCAA?" The files tell us that on October 5, 1976 
President William H. Patterson wrote the chairman of the organizing 
committee of the CFA indicating, and I quote, "the University's willing-
ness to join in the formation of the College Football As soc iati on." 
And we have therefore been participants with the CFA since its conception. 
I do not know if President Patterson had the concurrence of other bodies 
at the University at that time . 
(2) "Who made the decision to _pass the USC vote in favor of the 
CFA in opposition to the NCAA arrangement?" If you will permit me, 
tne quest10n1s- not exactly ·representative of the situation and in all 
reality there has not yet been a final vote by this College Football 
Association and the way things are going in the College Football 
Association with a special called meeting of the NCAA set for early 
December and the gradual deterioration in at least the enthusiasm of 
the membership of the CFA, no one has been willing to push for a final 
vote. Mr. Putnam has been at all the meetings. I am sure he would be 
prepared to speak to that. I can go into great detail with you if you 
would like but in actuality no final vote has been taken although the 
University of South Carolina has expressed its interest in participating 
in the NBC contract if the College Football Association should eventually 
consummate such an agreement. The decision was made by the Intercollegiate 
Activities Committee of the Board of Trustees directing the President of 
the University in collaboration with representatives of the Athletic 
Department to undertake the decision. It was also referred for consulta-
tion to the Athletic Advisory Committee of the University which wrote me 
on September 4th, 1981 prior by a week or so to the meeting in Atlanta 
at which we first discussed entrance into negotiations with NBC in a 
formal fashion. The Athletic Committee indicated to me in that letter 
that it had been informed by Mr. Moore and Mr. Putnam the present status 
of the television contract. It is pending between the CFA and NBC. It 
went on to say: 
We are aware 6f the possible ramifications 
that may arise with the NCAA if such a con-
tract 1~as finalized. At our meeting on 
September 2, 1981, the committee members 
present voted unanimously to inform you in 
writing that we support fully your decision 
to accept the NBC contract. We also under-
stand that if a large number of CFA schools 
do not elect to accept the NBC contract that 
the University of South Carolina may also 
decide to withdraw. Sincerely yours, Roger 





















(3) The third question that I suppose is at the heart of it all 
is "If we make all this money is the University going to be the bene-
ficiary or the Athletic Department?" Our legal counsel tells us that 
a beneficiary is usually related to death and that may be a little bit 
premature. Let me assure you that all this money, according to the 
CFA - NBC contract, would be a minimum of $250,000 a year or a million 
dollars over the four years of the contract for each CFA participating 
school. ~le have already made this year about twice that amount with 
two television appearances and the University, in case you missed it, 
is the fortunate recipient of a transfer within the University of 
$1 million, which I am sure the Provost will be the first to tell you, 
is going to make the difference in non-recurring expenditures for 
equipment and library acquisitions between peel back and moving ahead 
ever so slightly. 
The question, which is not asked by the committee but 1-1hich I 
will direct myself to, needs to be put in the context of an accom-
plishment that I think we ought not to look lightly upon, and that 
is the fact that the suggestion is made in question 3 that the Uni-
versity and the Athletic Department are t1vo separate entities . No 
administration that I am aware of has worked mQre diligently to erase 
the lines of separation than the one that currently serves this 
University. I want that to be understood. The movement of the dollars 
within the University from one account to another is something I think 
of which we can have some pride. It is a movement that would not have 
occurred several years ago, not without the kind of beneficiary rela-
tionship that was referred to earlier. That is not necessary this year 
because of the willingness, and yes, it was reluctant. I don't think 
anybody in the University is particularly anxious to see their money 
transferred somewhere else but it ~ias a willingness to see the dollars 
moved. The discussion which we held,which I explained to the media, is 
that in the future as the the University resources are enlarged and if 
in any event the Athletic Department should encounter some financial 
difficulty, which in history it has from time to time, the University 
would consider picking up those charges, for example, maintenance of 
the Stadium which are now totally charged to the University's accounts. 
The University uses the Stadium for a variety of meetings - several 
hundred in number each year and makes no charge against, or the Athletic 
Department makes no charge against, other University accounts for those 
meetings with respect to maintenance. Therefore, in the future, if an 
athletic financial difficulty should develop, I indicated to the Athletic 
Director that we would consider a possibility, if appropriated funds are 
available, of assuming some of those charges. It would take a great deal 
of time and many years to repay that million dollar transfer and, as I 
have indicated publicly, we don't have the resources to undertake such a 
repayment. 
Some question has been raised, if I can anticipate it, why don't we 
touch Gamecock Club money and use it to the advantage of the University's 
academic and other supportive programs? Gamecock Club money is earmarked 
contributions. It is just as difficult, if not imoossible, to touch con-
tributions that are made to the University for other activities in an 
earmarked way. It would be virtually impossible for us to do so and it 
would certainly cause problems well beyond the University just as if we 
touched funds earmarked for a chair in the Education Department or in the 
Educational Foundation and move it somewhere else in the University. 
That money is given for a specific purpose. What 1ve are able to use are 
the generated funds because of the success (or our relative success) of the 
Athletic Department in a variety of activities. 
(4) "Was the committee consulted or ignored in any of these decisions?" 
I do not know about the decision to join the CFA six years ago. I do know 
that the committee was consulted. I do know that the committee was con-
sulted on other decisions with respect, for example, numbers of tickets 
available for faculty members. I do know that it was consulted with respect 
to the moving out of women's gymnastics which produced as much mail for me as 
some of the other major controversies that the University has confronted 
over the last few years. I do know that the committee is involved on a 
relatively infrequent basis in some of the crises that we face in athletics. 
But I am pleased to say in at least the past two or three years these have 
been increasingly infrequent. 
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(5) "~_i!2_th~_commi_t_t~e looked into these ramifications?" 
can only speak to the last sentence of the first paragraph~of Pro-
fessor Sawyer's letter to me which says "~1e are aware of possible 
ramifications that may arise with the NCAA if such a contract is 
finalized." I have been apprised that there has been some atten-
tion to the NCAA regulations and to the Southern Ass ociation ' s regu-
lations and I am prepared to speak to either set having brought with 
me the absolutely unreadable set of constitutions, by-laws and inter-
pretations,executive regulations, recommended policies, enforcement 
procedures, administration casebook of the NCAA and I have the section 
from the section of the Southern Association which reads: 
Athletics - intercollegiate and intramural 
programs should contribute to the total 
personal development of the student. These 
programs should be directed by qualified 
personnel and should be appropriately funded 
within the total resources of the institution. 
All intercollegiate athletic funds must be 
controlled by the administration .and continu-
ally audited by a reputable audience. Inter-
collegiate athletics should be related to the 
total program of the institution. Academic 
policies should be the same for athletes as 
for other students and the administration and 
faculty must share the responsibility for and 
control of all intercollegiate athletics. 
Making the assumption, as presidents are inclined to do, that they 
act on behalf of the faculty which they are elected to serve, we believe 
we have met these obligations . The Southern Association in its prelimi-
nary report to us on athletics says: 
Excellent facilities have been constructed for 
the intercollegiate athletic program. There is 
a good strong program of men's and women's varsity 
sports. The Intercollegiate Athleti c Program is 
a functional part and relates well to the total 
program of the University. The facilities for 
the intramural program are fairly adequate. The 
program is diverse and provides for a wide variety 
of activities to fulfill the needs of students and 
funding for the program is minimal. 
If you want me to read anything else for you I can but I much prefer 
to answer any direct questions that you may have about decisions made in 
this area which over the last four years I have become an expert in. I 
hope that any questions that you might have had or may continue to have 
you will use this opportunity to direct to me personally. 
SENATOR RAY MOORE, GOVERNMENT AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, asked the President whether 
or not the ABC-NBC television revenues "actually goes to the University as a whole rather than 
to the Athletic Department"? PRESIDENT HOLDERMAN responded the money goes into Athletic 
Department accounts but reiterated his previous explanation that money from these accounts has 
just been transferred for other uses within the University. 
PROFESSOR RAY MOORE, GOVERNMENT AND INTERtlATIONAL STUDIES, directed a question to 
System Vice President for Athletic Affairs, William F. Putnam, as to whether or not the Vice 
President thought "that the faculty played any significant role in that committee operation 
(referring to the Athletic Advisory Committee)" and "is there any utility at all in continued 
participation ... ?". VICE PRESIDENT PUTNAM summarized the history of the committee in re-
cent years as it has been debated in the Faculty Senate. It was his understanding that as a 
result of these debates that the committee was to continue serving in an advisory capacity to 
the President and it has been functioning in that capacity. PROFESSOR RAY MOORE asked Mr. Putnam "do you 
think that we played any constructive role really?" MR. PUTNAM responded that was a judgement to be made 
by the Faculty Senate and the faculty. He added that the committee was involved in a number of matters and 
that, in his opinion, it does have a role to play. PRESIDENT HOLDERMAN responded to this discussion as 
foll O~/S: 
I suppose if there is any one culpable for not involving the 
committee more than it has been it is the President. I think 











there was a much higher degree or regularity with 1~hich the committee 
met generally to bail the President out of his most recent reorganiza-
tion attempt in Athletics. We moved away from that frequency of meetings 
because the crisis level was diminished substantially. I have told 
Professor Sawyer that I will be glad to meet with the committee before 
the end of the calendar year in an effort to deal with these ouestions 
directly. I 1~ould hope that the Senate would consider the co~mittee 
useful and contributing to the overall discussion. You never know when 
other issues might arise. For example, there is now a directive by the 
Board of Trustees Committee on Intercollegiate Activities to me to pursue 
vigorously the joining of a comprehensive conference. It would seem to 
me that before we would actually engage in negotiating with the compre-
hensive conference that we would want to look well beyond the capacity 
of that conference to deal with athletic concerns and look at much more 
of other opportunities for a change and the academic rules and regulations 
of that conference. I would hope that at that time a committee such as 
the one Professor Sawyer chairs would be active and available for immediate 
consultation. 
The question was raised who made the decision as to whether or not we 
would go on television last week and there was some concern as to whether 
or not I should have in my deliberations on Sunday evening when I had about 
thirty minutes to respond to ABC gotten to the committee and run it by them. 
I will take the responsibility for and will continue to take responsibility 
for it. The NCAA guidelines, the Southern Association guidelines, are very 
clear that ultimately, particularly the NCAA, that ultimately the President 
is responsible . If an institution comes under censure the president is 
charged; so I am personally sensitive to the athletic auestions that are 
raised on this campus with respect to recruiting, allocation of resources 
and their accountability, and I will continue to be. It has been a favorite 
interest of mine for some time. 
PROFESSOR LEONARD GARDNER, GEOLOGY, asked President Holderman "if the Athletic Depart-
ment continues to be successful and generates a surplus this year, is there a policy in place that will 








What happens is reserves are created by revenues. If for example, we 
are successful enough to go to a bowl game, another several hundred thousand 
dollars ''lould be added to it. The policy which 1~ould affect the allocation 
of those dollars would be established by the University administration in an 
effort to put as many of those dollars as possible into University-wide use. 
We don't feel, and the Board of Trustees supports me unanimously, that there 
is any reason to accumulate giant reserves which are not impacting on the 
whole University and I think that adequately reflects it. Today we had the 
last of our budget meetings and I can tell you and the Provost can attest to 
it that the bulk of the money we have to allocate this year, which is precious 
little, is going to be the million dollars that was transferred from athletic 
accounts into other accounts at this University. I would prefer that that 
be the way it be viewed, which is accurate, rather than from the Athletic 
Department to the University, which is inaccurate . 
PROFESSQ~ EDWIN JONES, PHYSICS AMD ASTRONOMY, raised a question about the practice 
of distribution of the student tickets at times that conflict with regularly scheduled 
classes. PRESIDENT HOLDERMAN informed the Senate that ticket distribution for the 
Clemson game will be held on a Sunday morning and that he hoped with the addition of 
approximately 5,000 more seats for students in the Stadium that this particular problem will not continue to 
be of such a magnitude. The PRESIDENT then went on to elaborate on the remarks he had previously made in 




The Gamecock Club Fund does have some excess which is invested 
in the income to go to the maintenance of the Roost and the Roundhouse. 
The balance of the reserve is committed at the moment to make the first 
payment on the construction of the Stadium prior to the sale of the 
bonds. As the bonds are sold and that is replenished there will be 
another reserve available. I would not like the records to show at this 
juncture that we attempt to raid the---afhletic fund every time they generate 
a reserve, because that is not the case. There are needs there that have 
to be met also and we must take that into effect or into account when we 
consider the overall budgetary picture. I hope that as the years unfold 
and with the help of the General Assembly it will become less necessary 
for us to do it on an emergency basis as we have done it this year. 
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PROFESSOR PETER BECKER, HISTORY, expressed his appreciation for the President's 
response and reiterated that his major concern was to question ''the degree to which the faculty was in-
volved". PROFESSOR BECKER concluded that the President's answers have increased faculty involvement. 
PROFESSOR RAY MOORE, GOVERNMENT AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, asked the President "do 
you have a sense that we are making any progress in the general direction of perhaps exercising administra-








PRESIDENT HOLDERMAN responded as follows: 
Yes. Let me answer your question in a little more detail because 
I think it is worthy of extended response. The thing that troubled me 
three years ago was the proliferation of people who reported to me 
directly as Athletic Director or Associate Athletic Directors. When 
I first came to work there were three and then there were two, and you 
remember there wasn't a great affection between several of those people. 
That caused some operating problem and the real reason for creating a 
Vice President at that time was to eliminate multiple reporting to the 
President who really wanted to get at other things in the University's 
set of priorities. lie moved from Dr. Morris to Bill Putnam who did a 
very good job of calming some very troubled 1~aters. The retirement 
of the Basketball Coach created one Athletic Director and Bill's role 
began more and more for other campuses which have developing athletic 
programs, by the 1~ay which concerns some of us, and we need to be 
aware of 1~hat is happening. The Athletic Director here began to report 
more and more directly to the President. The elimination of a multiple 
reporting was affected and I can say that the cooperation has been 
very, very, good. That isn't to say that there are no problems but I 
would say that there is a willingness to support the rest of the Uni-
versity. The fact that the Athletic Department now recommend s to 
the tel evision stations that a portion of the half-time ceremony 
coverage be devoted to a particular film from the University or that 
the half-time shall be covered as it was in its entirety last Saturday, 
is a product or feeling of good will which I think exists between the 
Athletic Department and the rest of the University. I would hope that 
that can be characteristic of the future. I am anxious that that be 
the case. I am always astonished, and I guess that I will never get 
used to this amount of interest that can be created by one column in 
one day's newspaper. I would hope that this University and its faculty 
and its staff would not succumb to the same set of priorities. 
The University's SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS AND PROVOST, FRANCIS T. 

















Priority for Faculty 
First of all I wanted to respond to the Senate resolution of 
October 7th. I believe it was Dr. Abernathy who initiated the reso-
lution that there be a shorter set of time requirements in the sub-
mission of the schedule of classes, that that period of time be 
longer, actually to one month after the beginning of the semester. 
I wrote to the Secretary, Professor Gardner, on November 3 and to 
paraphrase that letter just briefly, it stated that; 
I do understand and sympathize with the sririt 
and substance of the Senate resolution. The 
Faculty Senate should be aware of the time re-
quired for advisement, registrations, space 
assignment and fee assessment reflect consider-
able work necessary to accomodate all classes. 
Nevertheless, I recognize that the time available 
to the academic unit has been compressed to an 
intolerable extent and indeed that is the case. 
Consequently I have directed the Registrar, the 
Director of Space Utilization, and the Treasurer 
to reduce time requirements in order to permit 
the colleges one month at the beginning of the 
semester to establish their schedules for the 
follm~ing major semester. 
Part of the problem here is compounded, and we will see other kinds 
of similar circumstances over the next few years, by the fact that the 
Treasurer's Office and Registrar's Office are substantially understaffed. 
We have over the past 2 to 3 years basically scooped up a fair number of 
positions and so the administrative tasks are going to get a little more 





























Cuts in This 
Fiscal Year 
To go on for just a moment, I hope you are aware this year that 
in classified and unclassified personnel over and above the normal 
attrition, we are less 158 people over last year. It is for that 
reason that we do not have a Vice President for Student Affairs - we 
have spread those responsibilities out. We do not have, or we did 
not replace, the Affirmative Action Officer, Victoria Fox, but slid 
those assignments to Jane Jameson, as well as one slides administrative 
tasks. Things get a little bit thin in personnel. I am comfortable 
with this decision on the schedule and I trust all of you are too 
and we will meet the Senate resolution. 
Be advised that over the next year and a half there will be other 
kinds of administrative services that will be a little more difficult 
to provide simply because the people aren't there because we are pro-
tecting, of course, the faculty and the instructional program operation 
which I trust you all agree is the primary high priority of the insti-
tution. It is going to get a little tight. Now let me discuss that 
just for a moment. 
I met with the Deans this morning about t~e budget. The President 
pointed out that from the athletic area one million dollars has been 
shifted to the general operating budget of the University. If we were 
to take the formula of the Commission on Higher Education, given the 
students that we have, and built into that formula, (not the one that 
we initiated, but the one approved by the Legislature, it is their 
formula) counting inflationary costs, capital improvement, all of those 
kinds of things, new program costs, we are at this time 28 million 
dollars short from the Commission formula and that in itself is not 
a generous formula. We are 28 million dollars short. Now I hope that 
the effect of that is felt minimally by all of you. I am sure you 
feel it but I hope it is minimal because we have tried to reallocate, 
to shift, to cut back, to stretch the debt service, to do lots of 
different things to make that impact as little as possible, but we 
are 28 million dollars short from the formula. Now, 81 % of the formula 
is where we are, and that 81 % is getting to be almost written in granite . 
The formula is almost a mockery in that it just has not been followed 
in the past 3 years. I want to underscore as a result of that, there 
is little relationship between the number of students that we have in 
the University and the amount that we are given by the State. The 
formula is an enrollment generated model and as long as it is not 
going to be funded at the full level of 100% - at 81 % or 79%, then we 
can anticipate some hardships. 
It does seem to me that this is a time, I don't knm~ how to express 
it - it is time for a great deal of patience in trying creatively to 
work through some tight fiscal years. We are not, if you read The 
Chronicle of HilJ.b..er Education over the past few weeks, close to----rhe 
difficult financial plights that other states are finding themselves. 
Minnesota has a 500 million dollar problem, Ohio an astonishing 
problem, and many of those states are moving into termination of 
tenured people. That will not occur here and we must be very careful 
as we allocate these resources and we have to be patient as some 
services are slowed down. Now with the Deans I tried to underscore 
that and I want to share with you that I hope that planning begins 
now with the college and the departmental levels for next year. 
Hopefully we will be successful and we will be able to generate new 
funds to the institution to go into our operating budget. But those 
of you who have read the statements by members of the Budget and 
Control Board, some of whom have been consistently friendly to the 
University, have stated that the fiscal situation for next year 
economically in the State 1 ooks pretty b 1 eak. In fact, there has 
even been mentioned that we might have to reduce this year's budget 
sometime in February or March. This is simply an across the board 
cut to all State agencies. It shall certainly be a tremendous 
additional hardship on us. From the administration's standpoint I 
can assure you that we are receptive and willing to look at any 
variety of ways where we can be of assistance in helping the 
departments and colleges to manage their resources more effectively. 
Suggestions have come forward that I think merit serious considera-
tion concerning contracting, for example, for custodial care or 










saving on gas. This may be "nickel and diming it" but I think 
these are the kinds of things that we are going to have to be 
looking at for a time. I may be looking at the institution 
through rose colored glasses but I am very optimistic that 
this is going to turn around within the next year and half and 
indeed we will move into the SO's in pretty good shape. These 
problems couldn't have come at a worse time in terms of our 
efforts to raise external sources of funds. We are seeking in 
this capital drive to generate additional income to have long 
term benefits for the institution by drawing off the interest 
over an extended period of time. The one thing I think we, 
faculty, administrators and academic support personnel together, 
must not convey, is that we are a quarrelsome lot or that we are 
petulant and looking at each other with an invidiousness through-
out the institution. I think that type of climate would seriously 
jeopardize the positive momentum that we have in being able to 
generate over 3 years up to 35 million dollars. But it is going 
to mean good, careful, management, looking hard at the ~1ay things 
have been done, trying to shift and reallocate and tighten up. I 
think as 1·1e get through these next few years we wi 11 be on a 
pretty smooth track through the latter part of•the century. 
Thank you. 
PROFESSOR RAY MOORE, GOVERNMENT AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, spoke of his delight that 
the Provost had not accepted a position at West Virginia University and then asked the Provost two questions: 
"Has any consideration been given to the idea of a four day week?" and "Have the cutbacks in federal 
funding of the Medical School had any effect on the University's budget?" PROVOST BORKOWSKI responded as 
follows: 
Provost Responds 




to Question about 
4 Day Work Week 
Provost Reiterates 
his Optimism and 
Perceptions of 
USC Momentum 
Let me start with the second question first, the cutbacks 
on the Medical School. The severity of cutbacks on the Medical 
School will be felt next year. This year we are able to handle 
it from the funding that is direct for the Medical School and 
that has not had a major impact on the operation of the School 
this year. It will be incumbent upon the Legislature however 
to pick up the dropping of the Veterans Administration' funding 
for the Medical School in the next fiscal year. I don't know 
what that amount is. We have had assurances that the Legislature 
will do that and that there will be no burden placed on the 
remaining portion of the institution or the System itself. 
trust that that will be the case. 
In terms of the first point there has been no serious 
thought given to that. I do think it merits consideration and 
I will ask the Academic Forward Planning Committee to study 
that possibility. It has been tried successfully at Lancaster 
and, if memory serves me right, it has been tried successfully 
at other institutions. I believe however that in most cases 
they are principally commuter campuses and the emphasis to 
move to a four day week has been to save gas coming to and from 
the campuses. But I think it merits serious consideration and 
if there are other kinds of suggestions I think this is the time 
to bring them forward. 
Let me also say that I truly do not mean to be a purveyor 
of bad tidings in regard to the budget but I want to be realistic. 
I think there is a substantial amount of momentum here. I do 
believe in talking with colleagues throughout the country that 
compared to other states and institutions we simply are not in that 
bad shape. Ohio State, as a case in point, has no faculty salary 
increase this fall. They have moved into this academic year with-
out any faculty salary increase at all. There are other institu-
tions that bit that bullet. So the severity in tenns of the eco-
nomic picture in these states is pretty grim. We have one thing 
here which I think should be of much comfort to us, although it 
is difficult to get to, and that is the State has a surplus. 
At the core, this State is economically in sound shape ... I 
feel very optimistic but I think we are going to have it tough 









PROFESSOR JAMES OLIVER, PHILOSOPHY, queried Provost Borkov1ski as to "when the Library 
will be able to enter some new subscriptions for newly established journals?" The PROVOST 
responded that at this time he did not know when this would be possible or what assessment of 
this problem would be made after the budget for the Library is detennined. He added that after 
the budget detennination process was completed that it would be up to the Library Committee in 
consultation with the Director of the University Libraries to ascertain how much money is 
available for these kinds of purchases. PROFESSOR OLIVER then asked the Provost if it was 
correct that "some of the money that is being transferred from the Athletic Fund will be used 




II. REPORTS OF COMMITTEES. 
A. Facu lty Senate Steering Committee: 
The SECRETARY reported to the Senate the name of a faculty member nominated by the 
Committee for a faculty committee position as follows: 
Admi ssions Committee - Professor Dorothy Disterheft 
Department of English 
The SECRETARY also announced the election by the Steering Committee for service on 
the Academic Fonvard Planning Committee of Alexander Gilchrist, of the University Libraries. 
The CHAIR opened the floor for additional nominations to the Admissions Committee. 
There were none forthcoming~is time. 
B. Grade Ch ange Committee, Professor Keith Berkeley, Chainnan: 
PROFES SOR BERKE LEY moved the adoption of the committee recommendations and they were 
approved. 
C. Committee on Curricula and Courses, Professor John L. Safko, Chairman: 
During the discussion of the proposed new curriculum for the Bachelor of Fine Arts 
degree for the Department of Art, PROFESSOR HENRY PRICE, COLLEGE OF JOURNALISM, pointed out to the Senate 
that there had been a lack of coord ination between the Department of Art and the College of Journalism with 
respect to the Department of Art' s proposal to offer a new course, ARTS 145 Introduction to Graphic Design. 
PROFES SOR SAFKO responded that the committee did not recognize the need for such coordination because it 
believed the material from a previously approved course ARTS 201 would be incorporated into the new course 
proposal. There was no further discussion of this proposal. PROFESSOR SAFKO made an editorial 
correction in THSP 577. PROFESSOR SAFKO explained that all the proposed changes in the College 
of Education regarding Directed Teaching would take effect in the spring of 1982 and offered 
the committee's interpretation that approval of this motion would mean that all curricula 
involving these courses as required courses would therefore be increased by 6 hours for 
graduation requirements. There was no additional discussion of this proposal. All sections of 




















PROFESSOR SAFKO addressed the Senate about several matters including, first of all, 
the committee's direction to the University Registrar to commence effective with summer ses -
sion I 1982 to require that all cross-listed courses be listed simultaneously in the same 
announcement of class schedules with their counterpart cross-listed courses. Secondly, PRO-
FESSOR SAFKO reminded the Senate that all experimental courses must be approved by the committee 
before they are sent to the Registrar's Office for scheduling and not afterwards. Finally, 
DR. SAFKO reiterated his statements of the October Senate meeting to the effect that departments 
proposing course and curriculum changes must give careful thought in advance as to when these 
changes will become effective and that unless otherwise specified to the Senate changes in 
courses/curriculum are effective either the next semester if approved before the deadline for 
preregistration scheduling or otherwise the semester after that. 
D. Faculty Advisory Committtee, Professor Charles ~leasmer, Chainnan: 
The fo 11 owing mo ti on moved by PROFESSOR WEASMrn v1as adopted: 
We propose an additional sentence (for Faculty 
Manual, page 22) for the Grade Change Corrrnittee 
and for the Bookstore Committee to the present 
descriptions for these committees. We would 
add for the Grade Change Cammi ttee "The members 
shal l serve for three years with two members 






one member should be appointed". To the 
present description of the Bookstore Committee, 
we added the sentence "The members shall serve 
terms of three years with t~10 members appointed 
annually". 
PROFESSOR vJEASM~B_..fl!.~~d th~ _ _!_~owin_g__motion which was adopted: 
That the Faculty Student Committee on Teaching 
Evaluation (Faculty Manual, page 20) be abolished 
as a permanent committee of the Faculty Senate. 
PROFESSOR ~JEASMER explained that current ly the committee is inactive and it is the 
Faculty Advisory Committee's belief that there is no need to have this type of committee to continue as a 
standing committee. Instead, such matters could be referred to other standing committees or an ad hoc 
committee could be created if necessary. - -
PROFESSOR RAY MOORE, GOVERNMENT AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, inquired of Professor 
Weasmer the status of the motion recommitted to the Faculty Advisory Committee at the October Senate meeting 
as to the procedures of the Grade Change Committee. PROFESSOR WEASMER responded that the matter was under 
study. 
E. Schol as tic Standards and Petitions Committee, Professor Trevor Howard-Hill, 
Cha ·j rman: 
PROFESSOR HOWARD-HILL announced that because of the interest attracted by item (i) 
of his committee's report for action at the Senate meeting, that the proposal is being withdrawn. Instead, 
he announced, an open meeting for interested faculty to discuss this proposal would be held on Friday the 
13th at 2:30 p.m. PROFESSOR HOWARD-HILL reported that his committee hoped to place a revision of this 





PROFESSOR HO\~ .l\RD-HI LL moved the adoption of the following motion: 
( i ) That the following paragraphs be substituted for 
"Class Attendance" on pp. Ul6-Ul7 of the Bulletin: 
When a student enrolls in a particular course, 
he obligates himself for all the work which 
may be assigned. Punctual and regular attend-
ance is vital to the discharge of this obliga-
tion. The student is responsible for all 
assigned work in a course, and absences, 
excused or not, do not absolve him of this 
res pons i bi l ity. 
An instructor may impose a penalty for absences 
in excess of 25 percent of regularly scheduled 
class meetings by assigning the grade of F. 
PROFESSOR HOK~.RD-HILL reminded the Senate of its debate on the matter of class attendance at the May 1981 
meeting and explained to the Senate that the motion before it was an effort by the committee to present for 
Senate approval a motion which the committee believes embodies the sentiment expressed at the May Senate 
meeting. PROFESSOR HOWARD-HILL concluded that "we hope that this proposal will make it possible for colleges 
to set up their own requirements as far as attendance goes and pass the appropriate legislation". 
Debate PROFESSOR ROBERT CARLSSON, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, made a suggestion towards simpli-
on fication to have a University policy whereby the colleges foni1ulate their own 
Motion attendance policy. PROFESSOR RAY MOORE, GOVERNMENT AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, 
questioned whether the committee's motion would permit an instructor the option of 
assigning any grade less than F if there were absences of less than 25% and objected to any general policy 
of decentralizing attendance regulations to the college level. PROFESSOR GARY REEVES, BUSINESS ADMINISTRA-
TION, pointed out to the Senate what he believed to be an inconsistency in the two paragraphs of the motion 
by contrasting the following statements: "Punctual and regular attendance is vital" versus "the student can 
meet up to 75% of the classes without penalty and he may be penalized in excess of 25%". 
Motion 
Fails 
The question was called and the motion failed. A roll count vote was taken with the 







PROFESSOR HOWARD-HILL requested guidance from the Senate to the committee as to how 
develop a more appropriate policy on class attendance. In that spirit PROFESSOR 
HOWARD -HILL made the following motion: 
That the section under Class Attendance in 
the \!_nj~er s j_l:t__~u 11 et i ri_ on pages U 16 and 
Ul7 be deleted . 
After making this motion PROFESSOR HJMARD-HILL added the follm~ing clarifi cation: 
"Now if you agree with that motion I presume after the debate we will come back again with a new policy. 
PROFESSOR ROBERT ROOD, GOVERNMENT AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, stated his opposition 
to the motion and argued that by simply removing the current policy until such time as a satisfactory 
proposal comes forward "is to invite chaos across the board throughout the University". PROFESSOR ROOD 
suggested instead the current description be left intact until the Scholastic Standards and Petitions 
Committee can come forward with a propos a 1 that i s more satisfactory. PROFESSOR ROOD al so made a suggestion 
that a possible solution for the committee's difficulty might be to hold open hearings for interested faculty 




PROFESSOR l·JALTER REISER, LAW, mo~ed to recommit the attendance policy for the purposes 
~at~~Professor Rood to the Scholastic Standards and fetitions Committee. 
The CHAIR ruled the motion in order. PROFESSOR ROBERT CARLSSON, BUSINESS ADMINISTRA-
TION, stated his concurrence with the suggestion offered previously by Professor Rood about the utility of 
holding an open faculty hearing on this subject. PROFESSOR CARLSSON also asked Professor Howard-Hill if such 
a hearing had been held and the latter answered in~he- affirmative. The CHAIR called for the question and 
the mo_tion _ _!Q__i::_~commit_I'.{_~ adopted . 













The CHAIR requested Professor Howard-Hi 11 to comment on item (ii), page A-11 which 
That the following paragraph be added: 
Colleges of the University may make more 
restrictive attendance requirements but a 
faculty member may not vary the University 
or College regulations. In the absence of 
specific College regulations, the University 
requirements apply. A teacher will notify 
classes if the College attendance policy 
differs from the University policy. 
PROFESSOR HOWARD-HILL responded by both withdrawing the motion read by the CHAIR and 
bringing .to the-3enate's attention the fact that the College of Humanities ilnd Social 
Sciences has adopted an attendance policy "which is in fact apparently inconsistent 
with the University policy". PROFESSOR HOWARD-HILL went on to communicate verbally 
to the Senate the content of this college policy. PROFESSOR ROBERT ROOD, GOVERNMENT 
AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, objecting to the oral presentation of such a policy for 
Senate information, as opposed to in writing, argued that the Senate has the right 
to review and reject such a college policy and stated his desire that this policy 
in particular be brought to the Senate for action at the December meeting. PROFESSOR 
RAY MOORE, GOVERNMENT AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, moved that the "policy be brought 
forth in writing for the December meeting". PROFESSOR HOHARD-HILL explained the 
College of Humanities and Social Sciences has not communicated or forwarded this 
policy to the University Committee on Schoalstic Standards and Petitions. DR. THORNE 
COMPTON, ASSOCIATE DEAN OF COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES, responded that 
the policy was adopted by the College in April 1981; and it was communicated to the 
University Committee on Scholastic Standards and Petitions in April 1981 for their 
consideration in order that the policy might be implemented fall 1981. It was Dr. 
Compton's interpretation that apparently the University Committee had not acted upon this proposal and that 
in the meantime faculty in the College of Humanities and Social Sciences had been advised that they could 
not implement the new policy until it was considered before this body. Dr. Compton also expressed the 
sentiment that his collegewasmost anxious to implement this policy. PROFESSOR WEASMER objected that the 
motion was out of order but the Chair ruled that it was a proper motion. PROFESSOR ERNEST FURCHTGOTT, 
PSYCHOLOGY, requested that a quorum be established . The SECRETARY ascertained that a quorum was present. 
The CHAIR called for the question, and the motion was adopted (i.e. to consider proposed attendance policy 
for the College of Humanities and Social Sciences at the December Senate meeting). 
F. University Committee on Tenure and Promotions, Professor Harry Haynsworth, 
Chai rm an: 
PROFESSOR HAYNSWORTH presented to the Senate a matter for information, namely, a \,,.....) 
procedure for filling committee vacancies. PROFESSOR HAYNSl·JORTH recognized that "there may be a question of 
whether or not the committee has the juri sdi cti on to actually finally aprirove it . . . as a matter of 
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practicality we couldn't do anything else but v1hat we have done this fall". He exrlained that inconsistent 
procedures have been followed in the past, i .e. two entirely different procedures, for filling vacancies and 
that therefore it became advisable to develop a written policy for filling such vacancies. He explained that 
it had become necessary to make a one semester appointment for fall because the committee rules require a 
full compliment of the committee in order to make decisions on the files being reviev1ed by the committee this 
fall. PROFESSOR HAYNSWORTH explained that it would have been impossible to schedule a full faculty election 
in order to have the vacancy filled in time. PROFESSOR CHARLES \~EASMER, GOVERNMENT AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, 
objected and stated his belief that this was not s imply a matter of interpretation and explained his belief 
that any change in procedures for filling vacancies could be accomplished through the procedures for changing 
the Faculty Manual not changed by the University Committee on Tenure and Promotions. There v1as no further 
discussion of this matter. 
G. Other Committees - Faculty Vlelfare Committee, Professor Robert Rood, Chainnan: 
PROFESSOR ROOD called the Senate's attention to the report of the Faculty Welfare 
Committee included with the agenda and solicited suggestions from the Senators. 
PROFESSOR RAY MOORE, GOVERNMENT AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, commended the committee 
for its hard work. 
I I I. Report of Secretary. 
No report. 
IV . Unfinished Business. 
PROFESSOR CHARLES CURRAN, COLLEGE OF LIBRARIANSHIP, spoke to present a report of the 



















The status of the interlibrary loan charge 
when this body of the Faculty Senate last 
met was that it had been temporarily 
rescinded and it v1as referred to the Faculty 
Library Committee for discussion. Subsequent 
to that but not necessarily because of that, 
there was a discussion and the charge has 
been cancelled ... 
There was no discussion by the Senate of this report. 
PROFESSOR ERNEST FURCHTGOTT, PSYCHOLOGY, reminded the Senate of the existence for a 
number of years the Buildings and Grounds Committee and stated his belief that this 
committee had either been abolished or no members had been appointed. PROFESSOR 
FURCHTGOTT continued to report that his department had made requests ;;thrcc;gr1 trH? 
Administration for repair of the Psychological Clinic" v1ith the result that "they 
said well you don't really need this". PROFESSOR FURCHTGOTT concluded that "there 
is no faculty input to our request" and made the follm~ing request of the Senate: 
Now I think that the Advisory Committee or the 
Faculty Forward Committee should review the pro-
cedures for the University using its outgoing 
resources for renovations and so on. 
The CHAIR informed the Senate that he would take responsibility for investigating 
VI. Good of the Order. 
There were no remarks. 
VII. Announcements. 
The CHAIR recognized the President of the Student Body, Mr. John Bos1~ell. 
MR. BOSWELL explained that he was present in order to answer questions which senators 
might have about the Student Government's interest in publishing a course guide, a 
matter about which all faculty have received letters from the Student Government 
Association. PROFESSOR LEONARD R. GARDNER, GEOLOGY, asked Mr. Boswell about a par-
ticular question in the survey which pertained to the type of tests given and noted 
that his particular type of test 1_.1as not included in this item. MR. BOSWELL explained 
that the instruction sheet would specify any question not pertaining to the faculty 
member's class should not be ansv1ered and that it would be deleted from the resulting 
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course survey. PROFESSOR ED JONES, PHYSICS, questioned why Student Government Association is not going to 
use existing surveys such as those done by the College of Science and Mathematics and the South Carolina 
College. MR. B05\~ELL responded that it ~1as the students' desire to develop a survey which included "the 
type questions we would be interested in finding out in all the different courses across the campus" and 
the students did not wish to use the type of survey which might be used for tenure and promotion purposes. 
PROFESSOR RAY MOORE, GOVERNMENT ANO INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, asked Mr. Boswell why the students thought the 
faculty should-cooJ)erate w1fii---rherii''1n--pLiblishing-lJi1-sparticular guide which may contain lots of derogatory 
infonnation" and argued that "it does not seem to me that it would serve the interest of the faculty unless 
you absolutely guarantee the faculty member is going to come out t~ith star A perforr.iances on all of these .. ". 
MR. BOSWELL responded that "I would hope that anybody who is a faculty member teaching a course here and has 
student~nterest at heart but if you don't have students' interest at heart then I wonder whether or not 
you need to be a faculty member". There was no resolution of the differences between Senator Moore and 
Pres ident Boswell. 
PROFESSOR NANCY LANE, FOREIGN LANGUAGES, stated that Professor Moore's sentiments are 
not shared by all faculty members- and she indicated her agreement with Mr. Boswell. PROFESSOR DANIEL SABIA, 
GOV ERNMENT 'AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, agreed 1~ith the remarks of Professor Lane but explained that he would 
rat her not take the time to admTnister such a survey during the semester and 1•1ould prefer to administer it 
at the end of the semester when his own department conducts its evaluation. Mr. Boswell responded by 
explaining the necessity of having the surveys completed prior to the end of the semester in order that the 





The CHAIR opened the floor for additional nominations for the vacancy on the Admission s 
Committee and there being no further nominations declared Professor Dorothv Disterheft 
of the Department of English elected. 
There being no further business the Senate t~as adjourned at 4: 52 p.m. 
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